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1. INTRODUCTION 
In our earlier work [18, 231, we presented new results relating game 
theory to systems of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of square, real, and 
complex matrices. We were concerned with game-theoretic characteriza- 
tions of general square matrices that do or do not have real eigenvalues 
corresponding to nonnegative eigenvectors. Thus we were concerned with 
eigenvalues 1 and eigenvectors x for square matrices A such that x(A - 
21) = 0 and for a given 1, the two-person, zero-sum matrix game MA = 
(A - AI). 
In the present paper we extend these ideas to pencil systems obtained 
by considering two m x n matrices A and B, a scalar ;I, and vectors x, y for 
which x(A - AB) = 0, (A - nB)y = 0, and the rank of (A - LB) is 
reduced. We first derive a canonical form from which it is easy to state 
conditions for existence of solutions to pencil systems and to find these 
solutions. We show that all solutions may be found by means of ordinary 
eigenvalue routines plus pivoting transformations. We relate our new 
existence conditions to those derived by others. Next we consider the 
relationship between matrix pencils and games. The latter connection has 
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been found useful in the study of expanding economy models in mathemat- 
ical economics 110, 20, 221. Finally, we consider the relationship between 
game theory and dual systems of linear homogeneous equations in both 
the real and complex cases and apply these results to pencil systems. 
In addition to their use in mathematical economics, matrix pencils 
facilitate the study of differential equations resulting from oscillating 
systems ill]. Certain problems in linear ordinary differential equations 
can be represented as the problem of finding a canonical pencil strictly 
equivalent to a given pencil IS, \‘ol. II, pp. 29-481. Several papers 
Ll-6, 15, 16, 19, 241 on various aspects of pencil systems have been 
published recently. 
2. EXISTEKCE OF SOLUTIOSS TO PENCIL SYSTEMS 
Throughout this section we shall assume that A and B are real or 
complex m x n matrices, 3, is a complex number, x is a complex m- 
component row vector, and y is a complex Iz-component column vector. 
DEFMTION 2.1. By a solution to the pencil system of A relative to 
H we shall mean a triple I, x # 0, and y f 0 that solve the equations 
x(A - LB) = 0, (2.1) 
(A - rlB)y = 0 (2.2) 
and have the property that the rank of (A - i1B) is strictly less than the 
rank of (A - pB) for any ,U that is not an element of a solution triple. 
We call 1 the pencil value or root of A relative to B, x the left y5encil vector 
of A relative to B, and y the right @end vector of A relative to B. The set 
of A defined by 
sp(A,) = {A/there exists x # 0, y f 0 such that xA = ilxB and Ay = 3LBy) 
is called the s+ectrurn of A with respect to 13. 
In general, we are concerned only with discrete spectra. If we were 
to require only that (2.1) and (2.2) be satisfied without also requiring that 
the rank of (A - LB) be reduced, then under certain conditions-most 
easily stated in terms of notation introduced below in Definition 2.3 asy + 
s + q < nz and Y + t + q < n-(2.1) and (2.2) will be satisfied by some 
x f 0, y # 0 for all complex numbers A. The rank-reducing approach 
is explained in [19]; the motivation for this approach is the problem 
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dealt with in [20]. When A and B are not square, (2.1) may be satisfied 
when (2.2) is not and conversely, unlike the ordinary eigenproblem. 
Thus we require that a solution simultaneously satisfy (2.1) and (2.2). 
The matrix bundles x(llA - &B) and @iA - &B)y can be studied when 
full generality is wanted; see [14]. 
The results in Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 are well known, but are stated 
for completeness. 
LEMMA 2.1. If il # 0, x, and y are a solution to the pencil system of A 
relative to B, then 1-l = l/jR/2, x, and y are a solution to the pencil system 
of B relative to A. 
(Note that, on multiplying by - 1-l, x(A - 1s) = 0 implies x[B - 
(X/1112)A] = 0 and conversely. A similar result holds for (2.2).) 
This lemma permits us to assume, without important loss of generality, 
that the rank of A is at least as large as the rank of B. Throughout the 
rest of the paper we shall assume that 
rank(A) = Y + $J, (2.3) 
rank(B) = r (2.4) 
where r and ~5 are nonnegative integers. (When ;1 = 0 is a solution of A 
relative to B, there is no reciprocal root of B relative to A.) 
LEMMA 2.2. If S is na x m, T is n x n, and both are nonsingular, then 
(a) the two pencils A - ilB and SA T - ilSBT have the same pencil 
roots ; 
(b) if w and z are the left and right pencil vectors of SAT - lSBT 
and x and y are the left afzd right pencil vectors of A - AB, then 
X==WS, (2.5) 
y= Tz. (2.6) 
For a proof, see Gantmacher [8, Vol. II, p. 391. 
LEMMA 2.3. Every elementary YOW and column operation on a matrix 
can be expressed as pre- OY postmultiplication of that matrix by a square 
nonsingular matrix. 
For a proof, see, for instance [8, Vol. I, p. 1311. Below we pivot on 
certain nonzero elements of the matrix pencils. By a pivot we mean a 
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series of elementary operations to transform a given nonzero matrix entry 
to the number one while transforming all other numbers in the same 
column (perhaps row) to zero. Pivoting does not change the rank of a 
matrix. 
DEFIKITION 2.2 (Gantmacher [S, Vol. II, p. 241). If S and T are 
nonsingular matrices, then A - ilB and S(A - lB)T are called strictly 
equivalent pencil systems. 
DEFINITION 2.3. By the normal form of the pencil A - LB we shall 
mean the block decomposed form: 
where El1 is Y x Y of unspecified rank; I, and IT identify matrices of 
order q and Y, respectively; E,, is in column echelon form with no zero 
columns and is Y x t; E,, is in row echelon form with no zero rows and 
is s x r; and q < min(m - Y, n - Y, Y + @). Any of r, s, t, and q may 
be zero in any combination. (There is no general relation between q and p.) 
The last row and column zero blocks are of such dimension as to fill out 
the pencil to m rows and n columns. 
THEOREM 2.1. Every pencil A - 2B is strictly equivalent to the normal 
form (2.7). 
Proof. We have assumed that B has rank Y and A has rank Y + 9. 
Hence by pivoting on the elements of B and rearranging rows and columns, 
and thence pivoting q times on the remaining (m - r) rows and (n - Y) 
columns of A and rearranging rows and columns, we derive by elementary 
operations a pencil like (2.7) except that E,, and E,, are not yet in echelon 
form. Since we can pivot in A at most min(m - Y, n - Y, Y + p) times, 
we have that q < min(m - Y, n - Y, Y + 9). Then by row operations 
involving only the second block row we transform E,, into row echelon 
form, having moved any zero rows to the final zero row block. By column 
operations involving only the second column block we transform E,, 
into column echelon form, having moved any zero columns to the final 
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zero column block. I, has not been altered. Thus normal form (2.7) is 
obtained. n 
THEOREM 2.2. (a) If A has full YOW rank and rank(E,,) = r, then 
sp(AJ is empty. 
(b) If A has full column rank and rank(E,,) = Y, then sp(A,) is empty. 
Proof. We prove (a) only, since the proof of (b) is similar. If A has 
full row rank, then E,, has full row rank, and since rank(E,,) = Y, E,, also 
has full row rank. Now suppose we had a block decomposed vector 
w = (w,, ws, wa) such that for some i 
El1 - ;1I, E,, 0 
(7% w/2> %I E 21 0 0 = (O,O,O) 
0 O IQ I 
From this we obtain 
wl(-b - 21,) + “nE21 = 0, 
w,E,, = 0, 
WJ, = 0. (2.8) 
Because of the full row rank conditions we obtain successively, by using 
(2.8) beginning at the bottom and working up, wa = 0, ZV~ = 0, and ws = 0. 
Hence there are no nonzero left pencil vectors and sp(A,) is empty. n 
Let us now investigate the normal form (2.7). Let the block decomposed 
vectors 
w = (7% w,, w3> w‘i) 
and 
2 = (Zi, 22, 23, z*jt' 
be the left and right pencil vectors of normal form (2.7). When (2.7) has 
both a final block row and column of zeros, that is, when A has neither 
full row nor full column rank, then there will be an infinite spectrum of 
A relative to B corresponding to any 1, provided that wi, zi equal zero, 
i = 1, 2, 3, but with arbitrary w4 and z4. When we discuss the existence 
of pencil solutions we exclude the ones with only ZJ~ and z4 nonzero by 
appending the rank-reducing criterion (see [19]). One could, alternatively, 
require that A have full row or column rank or both (along with the assump- 
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tion that rank(A) 3 rank(B)) to exclude the infinite spectrum. Using the 
block decomposed vectors w and z and normal form (2.7), we write 
x(4 - AB) = 0 as in (2.8) and (A ~ AK)y = 0 as 
(E,, - u&i + E,,+ =O 
E,,+ =o 
l*ZQ = 0. (2.9) 
It is obvious from the third equations of (2.8) and (2.9) that if q > 0, 
wg and zg are zero. If q = 0, they are vacuous. 
Remark 1. If s = t = 0, that is, s f t = 0, then E,,, E,,, w2, and 
zZ are all vacuous in (2.8) and (2.9). Then the pencil solutions of (L4 - 113) 
are precisely the r eigenvalues of E, 1 and the pencil vectors can be derived 
from the corresponding eigenvectors as in (2.5) and (2.6). 
We now proceed, assuming that neither of the assumptions of Theorem 
2.2 is satisfied and that s + t > 0. We shall show next how to derive 
a strictly smaller (r - t) X (r - s) pencil system strictly equivalent to 
(2.7). 
First permute the rows of El, and the columns of E,, and repartition 
so that the first 2 x 2 block of (2.7) becomes 
r--s s t 
Y - t F1, F,, F,, ~PI, I-‘ , 0 
t F 21 F “2 I, - i P,, P,, 0 (2.10) 
s I 1: F,, 1,s 0 0 0 0 1 
where P is a permutation matrix. I, and I,q are constructed from the 
leading ones in the echelon forms El, and E,,. Further row and column 
operations on (2.10) lead to 
Y-S s t 
yyt_cf is +[;;i ;; kj (2.11) 
where the (Y - t) x (Y - s) matrices C,, and D,, are given by 
C,, = F,, - F,,F,, - F;,,F,, + F,,F,,F31, (2.12) 
D,, = Pi, - P,,F,, - F,,P,, + F,,P,,F,,. (2.13) 
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Expanding (2.11) with the block decomposed vector w, we get 
wr(C,, - 3&) - iiw,D,, = 0, (2.14) 
&D,, ~ iw?D,, + wwQI, = 0, (2.15) 
w,I, = 0. (2.16) 
From (2.16) we find wg = 0. Notice that we can always satisfy (2.15) for 
any w, by setting w3 = 1w,D,,. Hence the only essential constraint is 
m,(Crr - AD,,) = 0. (2.17) 
A similar analysis for the block decomposed vector z = (zr, zq, ~a)~’ yields 
as the only essential constraint 
(C,, - nn,,)z, = 0. (2.18) 
Any pencil root of A - ilB must be a root of the (Y - t) x (Y - s) 
pencil system (C,, - 1D,,), which is a strictly smaller system, since 
s + t is positive. 
We summarize our results in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. If A and B aye m x n matrices with rank(A) > 
rank(B), then sp(A,) is characterized by one of the following cases. 
(a) If either of the conditions of Theorem 2.2 is satisfied, then sp(A.) 
is empty. 
(b) If A has neither full YOW nor full column rank, then sp(A.) is the 
entire complex plane. 
(c) If s + t = 0, then sp(A,) is identical to the set of eigenvalues of 
E,, defined in (2.7). 
(d) Ifs + t > 0, then sp(A,) is the spectrum of a strictly smallerpencil 
system (C,, - AD,,) defined in (2.12) and (2.13). 
Remark 2. The practical significance of Theorem 2.3 is that ordinary 
eigenvalue routines together with pivoting procedures are sufficient for 
calculating pencil solutions when they exist (and are well behaved). This 
is immediately clear for parts (a)-(c) of the theorem. And if case (d) of 
the theorem obtains, then a strictly smaller pencil is derived to which 
the theorem can be reapplied. Moreover, case (d) of the theorem will 
occur only a finite number of times; hence, we will end up in one of 
the earlier cases of the theorem to which ordinary eigenvalue routines 
are applicable. Dell, Weil, and Thompson [3] have published such a set of 
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computer algorithms. The rank of a matrix is a discontinuous function 
of its elements, so that the numerical procedures built on our methods are 
unsound for systems about which there is question of (numerical) rank. 
(Since this work was done, techniques by Peters and Wilkinson (~161 and 
Fix and Heiberger [5] have been published for certain aspects of the 
generalized eigenvalue problem.) Our techniques will prove useful to 
those with well-behaved problems. 
3. PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON MATRIX PENCILS 
Gantmacher [8, Vol. II, Chap. XII] and Turnbull and Aitken [21] 
have defined matrix pencils, shown how their study could facilitate 
obtaining information about differential equation systems, and derived 
canonical forms to which all pencils are strictly equivalent. 
More recently ErdClyi !4] related existence of matrix pencil solutions 
to generalized inverses. Let B+ be the generalized inverse of B. Then 
Erdelyi’s existence result is 
THEOREhl 3.1 (Erdelyi [4, Theorem 31). An eigenvalue i with COY- 
responding eigenvector y of matrix B+A is a solution to (A - lB)y = 0 if 
BB+(Ax) = Ax. 
Erdelyi is quick to note that calculation of pencil solutions via general- 
ized inverses is not particularly easy and suggests that the Jordan normal 
form for square matrices J = (TA T-l - ATBT-l) can be helpful. He 
derives conditions and modifications to find the diagonalizing operator 
matrix T for the necessary similarity transformation. Still, it appears 
that pencil solutions are more easily calculated by simple pivoting to our 
normal form (2.7) and then solving for the roots as indicated in Theorem 
2.3 ; see [25]. Milnes, Amburgey, Lewis, and Boullion in several articles 
in [2] have proposed a different approach to the generalized eigenvalue 
problem in the context of generalized inverses. 
Mangasarian [12] derives properties of the largest pencil value of 
Ay = iBy analogous to the Frobenius (A > 0) and Perron (A > 0) 
theorems for the largest root of Ay = l.y. In his preliminaries he proves 
the following existence results for the spectrum A with respect to B, both 
m x n. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Mangasarian 112, Lemmas 2.4,2.5]). (a) n > m iwzplies 
that for all real I, there exists y # 0 satisfying Ay = ABy. 
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(b) n < m imfilies that for all real il, there exists x # 0 satisfying 
xA = IxB. 
The following results hold for n x n A - ilB for which there exists 
n x n Y such that A = BY. 
(c) sp(A,) not null and rank(A) = n OY rank(B) = n implies sp(A,) 
is a set of n not-necessarilydistinct nunabers. 
(d) Yy = Ay, y # 0 implies il E sp(A,) and Ay = IBy. 
(e) Ay = 3iBy and rank(A) = n OY rank(B) = n i@lies Yy = Ay. 
Mangasarian’s Lemma 2.3iii states that when A and B are n x n, 
sp(A.) is a set of n numbers, not necessarily distinct.r Our Theorem 2.2 
shows this statement to be incorrect. Consider, for example, 
for which the determinant IA - IBl is never zero, so that sp(A,) is null. 
Because the lemma is invalid, Mangasarian’s existence results do not 
facilitate computations. When A = BY, sp(A,) can be calculated 
directly from Y, which can in turn be found by solving n sets of equations 
in n unknowns. But Y need not exist even when sp(A,) is not null. Extend 
the counterexample above slightly 
A=[; i “I, B=[; i 91, 
and note that there is a pencil solution il = 3, x = (0 0 l), y = 
(0 0 l)tV but there is no Y such that A = BY. [Rank(BY) < 
min{rank(B), rank(Y)}; rank(BY) can be at most 2, while rank(A) = 3.1 
Nothing in Mangasarian’s useful paper, however, depends on Lemma 2.3iii. 
The correct statement along these lines is derivable from our Theorem 2.2. 
Another correct statement, in terms of matrix bundles, is that there are 
n not-necessarily-distinct ratios il, : & for which lillA - &BI = 0; see 
[21, p. 1141. 
Gaiha [7] has continued generalized Perron-Frobenius investigations 
in complex matrices. Methods for computing in specific forms of the 
problem Ay = ABy have been developed in [I, 5, 6, 13, 15, 161. 
1 Note added in proof: The published version of Mangasarian’s research 
corrects this error. 
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4. THE MATRIX PENCIL AS A PARAMETERIZED GAME 
In this section we consider the two-person, zero-sum matrix game 
G,(A, B) = A - aE: for real rn x n matrices A, B, scalar tc and its relation 
to the pencil system A - LB. When no confusion can result we merely 
write G,. Such games with B > 0 have arisen in applications to mathemat- 
ical economics; see [lo, 17, 20, 221. We derive relations between G, and 
real pencil roots of A - iiB corresponding to nonnegative pencil vectors. 
The results closely parallel those in :23]. Wernick 1241 has added to the 
results in 118, 231. The row (maximizing) player uses strategy m-vector 
x and the column (minimizing) player uses strategy n-vector y. Both x 
and y are probability vectors; x is a row; y is a column. We distinguish 
different row (column) strategies by the symbols x,, x0 (ya, yB). The value 
of the game G,(A, B) always exists, is denoted by v(G,) or v[G,(A, B)J, 
and is defined by 
v(G,) = max min xG,y = min max xG,~. 
x Y Y x 
The x and y for which v is achieved are ofitiwzal. For given M, v [G,(A, B) ] 
is a single number, so that we refer to the function of 
LEMMA 4.1. If B > 0, the function v[G,(A, B)] is 
increasing. 




where bmi, is the smallest element in B and E is an m x s matrix each 
element of which is one. Further, we have 
xoG, < ~fiGa (4.2) 
where x0 is optimal in G,. We may write 
z~(G~) = min{x,G,} and v(G,) > min(xsG,). 
j 3 
Thus 
v(G,) = min xoG, < min(xsG;,} < v(G,). (4.3) 
3 3 
Therefore cc < b implies zr(G,) < v(G,). q 
LEMMA 4.2. If B > 0, the function v[G,(A, B)] is monotone decreasing. 
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Proof. The proof is similar to the preceding proof except that now 
we know that bmin (the smallest element of B) is strictly greater than zero. 
The inequality chains (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3) now become 
G, ==E G,, (4.4 
x&, c ~&x, (4.5) 
a(G,) < $G,). w (4.6) 
LEMMA 4.3. If B < 0 (B < 0), the function v[G,(A, B)] is monotone 
nondecreasing (increasing). 
The proof of each statement is similar to the corresponding proof above. 
If B < 0, then we may analyze G_,(A, - B) where - B 3 0. Thus 
in what follows, when we make a statement assuming B 3 0, a similar 
statement holds for B < 0 with the appropriate sign change. 
LEMMA 4.4. If B > 0 with no Zero rows OY columns, then there exist 
u sufficiently large that v(G,) < 0 and B sufficiently small that v(Gg) > 0. 
The proofs of the two statements are similar and parallel the proofs 
of Lemmas 2 and 3 of [23]. For example, the proof that an tl large enough 
exists follows from analysis of 
where x, is optimal in G,, f is a column n-vector of ones, and yn = (l/n)f. 
The term xJy, is bounded between the largest and smallest elements of A 
while x,Bf > the smallest component of Bf > 0. Therefore the right-hand 
side of (4.7) must approach - 60 as o! approaches + ~3. 
LEMMA 4.5. The function v(G,) is continuous in ct. 
This statement and its proof are identical with those of Lemma 4 
in [23]. 
THEOREM 4.1. If B > 0, tizere exist a < p such that 
y < a implies v(G,) > 0, 
u < y < /I implies v(G,) = 0, 
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and 
/3 < y implies v(G,) < 0. 
If B < 0, then CI = /3. 
Proof. This theorem follows from Lemmas 4.1-4.5 and the fact that 
a continuous function somewhere negative, elsewhere positive, must 
somewhere equal zero. q 
THEOREM 4.2. If A - iiB has pencil root il corresponding to nonnegative 
pencil vectors xi,, yn, then v 1 G,(A) B) 1 equals zero, and x~, yA can be normalized 
so that the sum of the elenzents of each is one and is optimal in the game 
v[G,(A, B)1. 
Proof. We have xn(A - 2s) = 0 and (A - /W)y, = 0, so that x~G, = 
0 and G,y, = 0. Since v(G,) = min, max, xG,~, then zl(G,) must be at 
least as large as zero, at least as small as zero, and, therefore, v(G,) must 
be zero. n 
Vv’e now define three game-theoretic concepts in order to state three 
further theorems relating the pencil system .4 - IB and its real roots 
with nonnegative vectors to the game G,(A, B). 
DEFINITIOS 4.1. Let x and y be optimal for the game G value v(G). 
Then x is a slack-free solution if and only if each element of xG is equal 
to v(G); y is a slack-free sol&ion if and only if each element of Gy is equal 
to v(G). 
DEFINITIOK 4.2. Let G be a game with value v(G). Row i is an 
inactive YOTW if there exists an optimal strategy vector y such that Cj gijyj < 
v(G). Column j is inactive if there exists an optimal strategy vector x such 
that ci x,gij > v(G). 
DEFINITION 4.3. Row k of game G is strictly dominated if there exists 
a convex combination of rows of G such that each element of the convex 
combination is larger than the corresponding element of row k. That is, 
row k is strictly dominated if there exists a set {yilyi 3 0, c yi = 1) such 
that xi yigij > gkj, i = 1,. . . , n. Similarly, column p of game G is 
strictly dominated if there exists a set {yjIy, 3 0, c yj = l} such that 
Cj gi,yj < giP, i = 1,. . . , n. 
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THEOREM 4.3. The pencil system A - LB has a real pencil root 
corresponding to a nonnegative left (right) pencil vector if and only if the 
YOW (column) player in GA(A, B) has a slack-free solution. 
THEOREM 4.4. If the pencil A - iB, B > 0 with no zero rows OY 
columns, has no real roots corresponding to a pair of nonnegative pencil 
vectors, then the game G,(A, B) has inactive strategies for both players for 
all y such that v[G,(A, B)] = 0. 
THEOREM 4.5. If B 3 0 with no zero rows 07 columns, if there is a 
strictly dominated YOW and a strictly dominated column for all G, when 
a < y < /?, v(G,) = v(Gg) = 0, then the pencil system A - 2B has no 
real pencil root corresponding to a pair of nonnegative pencil vectors. 
Theorems 4.3-4.5 and their proofs are analogous to Theorems 3-5 of 
1231. The discussion of the implications of the latter theorems for eigen- 
systems applies equally well here for pencil systems. The concepts inactive 
strategy and strictly dominated strategy, which make Theorems 4.4 and 
4.5 work, are not mutually exclusive. It is the occurrence of the phenom- 
enon that allows a definite statement to be made. Little can be proved 
in the absence of the assumed condition, so that there is an unfortunate 
lack of parsimony in the statements. 
Throughout this section we have required B > 0 or B < 0, as occurs 
in economic problems. It may be instructive to consider what can occur 
if B has elements of mixed sign. Let 
Then v [G,(A, B)] can be shown to be always > 517 and thus is never zero. 
Nevertheless the pencil system A - 2B for A and B defined above has 
real roots il = *(- 5 * 1/E) and real pencil vectors but of mixed sign. 
Analogous to the decomposition results of [9] and [lo] we can state 
the following theorems relating the structure of G, to the portions of the 
function v(G,) that are not strict monotone. 
THEOREM 4.6. If a < jj’ are such that v[G,(A, B)] = v[G,(A, B)] = k, 
then 
(a) k = v(d) where A^ is some submatrix of A, 
(b) B = 0 where B is the corresponding submatrix of B, 
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(c) v(G,) = k for all y such that K < y < /iI, 
(d) if x0 is optimal in G, and yor is optimal in G,, then the pair (xB, ya) 
is optimal for all G,, M. < y < fi. 
The proof is given in [9, footnote 21 
THEOREM 4.7. If CC < B and v(G,) = II = 0, then the YOWS and 
columns of G,, a~ < y < 8, can be permuted so that G, has the form 
This theorem is a consequence of parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 4.6, but 
was first derived by Kemeny, Morgenstern, and Thompson [lo, Section 6, 
Fig. 1, and Lemma 31. 
5. GAME THEORY AND DUAL SYSTEMS OF REAL HOMOGENEOUS LINEAR 
EQUATIONS 
In this section we generalize a technique developed by us in 118) to 
study dual systems of real homogeneous linear equations. Suppose we 
are interested in x, y # 0 such xA = 0 and Ay = 0 for an m x n matrix A, 
m-row vector x, and n-column vector y. The vectors e and f are m-dimen- 
sional row and n-dimensional column vectors each component of which 
equals 1. The (m + 1) by (n + 1) matrix M(A) is defined by 
(5.1) 
In a game-theoretic context, the (i, j)th component of M(A) is the payoff 
to the row (maximizing) player when he chooses row i and the column 
(minimizing) player chooses column i. The (m + 1)-dimensional row 
probability vector re, is a strategy for the row player and the (n + 1) 
dimensional column probability vector z is a strategy for the column 
player in the game M(A). 
LEMMA 5.1. The value of the matrix game M(A) is identically zero 
for al2 A. 
Proof. Use the uniform strategies for both players; that is, ui = 
l/(m + 1) and zi = l/(n + 1). E 
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THEOREM 5.1. The system xA = 0 has a real nonzero or nontrivial 
solution if and only if M(A) has an optimal YOW strategy w with at least one 
zeY0 component. 
Proof. (a) First we show that the existence of a nonzero solution 
implies the zero component. If xA = 0, then 
I xA 30 I xA>O I xA >O\ 
1 xA <O Or \xAf<O Or I- xAf >, 01’ 
(5.2) 
If x > 0, then let w = (x, 0) and we are done because zwM(A) = 0, which 
shows w to be optimal in the game M(A). Hence suppose x has at least 
one negative component. Define 
W m+1= - xk = - min(x,) 
iYli = xi + wm+l~ i=l,...,m, 
or 
7.0 = (x - x,e, - xp. 
Then ze, > 0 with a zero kth component; since wM(A) = 0, w can be 
normalized to a probability vector, with at least one zero component, 
optimal for the game M(A): 
[- 
xA - x,eA + x,eA tr 
zuM(A) = 
xAf + x,eAf - 1 x,eAf 
= (xA, - xAf) 
=o because xA = 0. 
(b) Now we show that if W, optimal for M(A), has a zero component, 
then xA = 0 has a real nonzero solution. Define W- to be the vector w 
with the last component deleted, and define x = v- - w,+,e. w optimal 
for M(A) implies wM(A) > 0 or, expanding, 
(x + 74 ,+,e)A - w,+leA 3 0 or xA > 0 (5.3) 
and 
or 
(x + w ,+14- Af) + u,+leAf 3 0 or - xAf 3 0 
xAf < 0. (5.4) 
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From (5.3) the components of n-A are nonnegative, and from (5.4) their 
sum is nonpositive. Thus xA = 0 or x = 0. Finally we show x # 0, 
so that xA = 0. w is a strategy (in fact an optimal one) in M(A), so its 
components sum to 1. Further, some wi = 0. Either (i) w,,_r = 0 and 
x = W-, where W-I = 1, so that x f 0, or (ii) w,,+r # 0 but some IW, = 0, 
1 < i < 91~. If wi = 0, then xi = 0 - W,,+r f 0, so that x # 0. n 
THEOREM 5.2. The system Ay = 0 has a real nonzeyo solution if and 
only if M(A) has an optimal colugnn strategy z with at least one zero component. 
The proof is similar to that for Theorem 5.1. 
6. APPLICATION TO PENCIL SYSTEMS 
Let us apply the results of the preceding section to the m x n pencil 
system A ~ AB. Define 
A - 2B 
M(A - ilB) = 
(US - A)f 
e(iR - A) I e(A - kU)f . 
Let w be the m $- 1 component row vector and z the n + 1 component 
column vector as defined in the preceding section. We have the following 
possibilities. 
(a) Some *di=O, l<i<wm, W,+, f0; 
(b) W,,_l = 0; 
(c) some zj = 0, 1 < j < 92, 5,,+r #I 0; 
(d) Z,+I = 0. 
Then, applying the results of the preceding section, we have the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 6.1. The real matrix- pencil A - ilB 
(i) has a pair of real nonnegative pencil vectors corres$onding to 1 if 
and only if (b) and (d); 
(ii) has a nonnegative left and min-ed-sign right pencil vectors if and 
only if (b) and (c); 
(iii) has qnixed-sign left and nonnegative right pencil sectors if and only 
if (a) and (d) ; 
(iv) has two mixed-sign pencil vectors if and only if (a) and (c). 
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7. GAME THEORY AND DUAL SYSTEMS OF COMPLEX LINEAR HOMOGENEOUS 
EQUATIONS 
In this section we generalize the development above the study complex 
matrix systems using game-theoretic notions. These techniques are the 
more general version of those developed by us in [18]. The complex 
m x n matrix A is defined by A = B + iC, B, C real, and the complex 
vectors x and y are defined by 
x = x’ + ix”, x’, X” real row m-vectors, 
y = y’ + iy”, y’, y” real column n-vectors. 
We are interested in x, y # 0 such that xA = 0 or Ay = 0 or both. 
Define the matrix M(B, C) by 
L 
B C (- C - B)f 
M(B,C) = -C B (C - B)f . 
e(C - B) e(- C - B) 2eBf I 
(7.1) 
M(B, C) has (2m + 1) rows and (2% + 1) columns. The vectors e and f 
are row and column vectors of all ones. 
In a game-theoretic context the (i, j)th element of M(B, C) is the 
payoff when the row player selects row i and the column player selects 
column j. The (2~2 + 1) row probability vector Zen is a strategy for the 
row player and the (2% + 1) column probability vector z is a strategy 
for the column player. 
LEMMA 7.1. The value of the matrix game M(B, C) is identically zero 
for all A = B + iC. 
Proof. Use uniform strategies for both players. n 
THEOREM 7.1. The complex system xA = 0 has nonzero solutions if 
and only if the matrix game M(B, C) has an optimal YOW strategy with at 
least one zero component. 
Proof. (a) First we show that xA = 0, x # 0, implies a W, so that 
wM(B, C) > 0 and w has one zero component. If xA = 0, then, expanding, 
(x’ + ix”)(B + iC) = 0 
01 
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x’B + ix’C + ix”B - x”C = 0 
or, setting real and imaginary parts separately equal to zero, 
X’B - x”C = 0, X’C + x”B = 0. 
System (7.2) is equivalent to 
x’B - x”C 3 0, 
X’C j- x”B 3 0, 
x’(- B - C)f + x”(C - B)f 3 0, 
L. WElL 
(7.2) 
which is the complex analogue of (5.2). Define wi = xi’, wli+% = xi”, 
i= l,..., n, and observe that if x’ and x” are nonnegative, then we can 
set w 2ntl = 0 and normalize w so that the sum of its components is 1 
in order to get an optimal strategy with one zero component for M(B, C). 
In general, since x’ or x” may have negative components, define 
~ @%+1- - min [0, min(x,‘, xi”) j, 
and 
u’&n = x, “ + %n+lt i = 1,. .,n. 
The vector w is then normalized so its components sum to one with at 
least one zero component and is optimal for M(B, C). 
(b) We can now show that if zw is optimal for M(B, C) with at least 
one zero component, then xA = 0 has a nonzero solution. The demonstra- 
tion is very much like that for (b) of Theorem 5.1. We omit the details 
but outline the construction: from w with at least one zero component, 
construct x’ and x” from the first n and second n, respectively, components 
of w by subtracting ZU~,+~ from wr,. . , wdn; then show that x = x’ + ix” 
so constructed satisfies xA = 0. 
THEOREM 7.2. Ay = 0, A complex, has nonzeyo solution if and only 
if the matrix game M(B, C) has an optimal column strategy with at least one 
zero component. 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 7.1. 
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8. APPLICATION TO PENCIL SYSTEMS 
Suppose that we are considering the complex matrices A = A* + 
iA**, B = B* + iB** and the related pencil system A - iB for real 
m x n matrices A*, A**, B*, and B**. We construct the matrix game 
M(A* - 1B*, A** - ilB**) (8.1) 
from the definition given in Eq. (7.1). We can then apply Theorems 7.1 
and 7.2 to obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 8.1. The complex matrix pencil A - iB has a pencil root 
2 if and only if the game (8.1) has optimal YOU and column strategy vectors 
with at least one zero component. The real and imaginary parts of the left 
(right) pencil vector uill be nonnegative if the optimal strategy vector has its 
zero component in the final position. If the .zeYo occurs within the first m (n) 
components of the strategy vector, the real parts of the pencil vector will be 
of mixed sign, while the signs of the imaginary parts will be nonnegative if 
and only if the smallest of the second m (n) components of the optimal strategy 
vector are at least as large as the final component. If the zero in w (z) OCCUYS 
in the second m (n) elements, then the imaginary part of the left (right) pencil 
vector will be nonnegative while the real parts will be positive if and only if 
the smallest of the first m (n) components of w (z) is at least as large as the 
final component. 
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